Picture the Present
By Y. Hope Osborn

Photography is my rest. It is respite from a frantic world and frantic thoughts. When I
pick a place to find its art, I intend staying only this allotment of time. I become enthralled,
though, and time stands still. Nothing matters but seeing the beauty in a piece of driftwood on
shore, unique angle of bell tower, or rich artistry in heritage architecture. I only capture minute
details of the tapestry of our world when I free myself of the minutes of time. I can’t help but
stay, soak in, and capture everything I see literally from the ground up. For me, photography is
meditative.
I tried a gamut of meditative activities myself in a semester-long course, a weekend
retreat, and home practice. I couldn’t remember, be still, relax, concentrate, not concentrate,
stay my mind, but, most of all, didn’t find it valuable. I just couldn’t. I felt ridiculous, frustrated,
fed up, and unable to relate. We are busy, frantic people, striving in a life teeming with
overwhelming sensations. How do we prevent our minds from racing about a coming test, the
tense project collaboration, the piled laundry, the kids’ soccer practices, the due deliberative
essay? How do we give even 15 minutes during all that to just take a breath?
I discovered something about capturing those moments in time, about meditation—you
needn’t sit cross-legged on a mat, walk mandalas, or concentrate on breathing until the “dong.”
Many of us unwind through reading a mystery, painting a canvas, singing while driving, planning
a garden, going to the lake, grilling for a group of friends, turning on an essential oil diffuser,
petting a furry friend, soaking in a tub with bath salts, playing with your children, vacationing
away from home, and appreciating the flavor of our food. This is ongoing meditation.
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I found mindful meditation in an activity most of us do every day, several times a day—
photography. How much space on your phone is photos of food, friends, self, places—things
that excite you? Images stop us, reminding of us where we went, who we were with, and what
we did. Images are everywhere. We love a good photo. We connect with images of people
doing things we like or do on billboards, magazines, phones, computer screen, icons, social
media, and texts. Those images might be more than a passing thought.
Lately, I am more mindful in my photography. Intentionally stopping for that great
Capture of a memory or view or perspective means being mindful of all the details of what is
happening in the rectangle of space I am encapsulating, such as an Antigua, Guatemalan
McDonald’s courtyard. My Americanized perspective thought the outdoor covered seating,
surrounding a huge fountain and
garden, complete with life-sized
Ronald McDonald on a bench,
backdropped by ancient ruins and
one of Antigua’s many
surrounding volcanoes unique.
Recently, I took the photo out to
work magic with photo processing
"Keepers"
McDonald's in Antigua Guatemala

to highlight details. I saw it all

again brought to life for others to also mind the garden. That image brought to mind details of
my week-long missions trip. It inspired the calm and awe of reliving, being mindful, of what was
once a flash in my life.
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A happy healthier life is a click away, butow down to appreciate details, ignite creativity,
and not take for granted something to be proud of or feel again later. Share your photos
through Facebook, Twitter, or text. Facebook groups are dedicated to photographs of weather,
architecture, nature—worlds to share and connect with others who appreciate moments with
you.
For 24 hours every day, you have at your beck and call a camera—in this age, great
ones—within your phone. You began practicing mindfulness
from the first photograph you ever took. Instead of watching
television or playing a game on your phone, play, during those
moments, with fun apps, freely and readily available on phone
View from Petit Jean
Taken w iPhone 4

and computer that are loaded or are an app icon image away.

Keep and cherish your original, and go to town on
copies, trying different looks, pondering the image
coming to life with a 3D filter from Photoshop Express or
adding depth in black and white. What does the ice
remind you of and how do you layer it to represent your
wonder? For a moment, let ideas captivate and carry you away from

"Prism"
Winter Ice in Boyle Park

tomorrow’s to-do list. No need to worry about it in this moment. It is there for tomorrow. Make
space in your life for today in this moment.
One overcast Sunday morning, I plotted Little Rock’s historic sites, looking forward to
finding the photographer’s hope of a great Capture—the image that captivates the eyes, draws
you in, and inspires awe. I ventured destinations in downtown Little Rock. It turned blazing hot
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and my mending leg grew weary, but, in the moment, I noticed nothing but the building’s
architectural details. What was interesting about the architecture? Where was a unique angle?
Did the surroundings detract or add to the overall meaning?
“Yes, it is an amazing building.” I replied to a
pedestrian. He called back, “Of course, St. Andrew’s
Catholic Church, but just look at that.” In that moment
of giving attention to that building with its cornices
"Le Lafayette"
423 S. Louisiana St, Little Rock, AR

and arch-type upper windows, that person imprinted
an indelible mark on my moment. We connected.

Later, I took a photo to the next level. Some of these apps are
wonderful and easy enough to make you look genius. I have it! St.
Andrew’s Church at 617 Louisiana St., Little Rock, AR is captured forever. I
feel calmer, focused, and creative in these moments of mindfulness.
The tool is at your fingertips—your camera phone. Photograph
your way to a richer life. You will not pass this exact place again. You and

"Aspire"
St. Andrew’s Catholic
Church

your context change. Your meditation in this moment as you stop—attentive, mindful, thinking
only of now—is your oasis.
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"Oasis"
Boyle Park in Spring

